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Planning the
Corporate Data
Centre
Data centres are the premises

in which computers,
data
storage, and communications
equipment are concentrated.
\ Modern data centres have

Figure 1 typical data centre

developed from the computer

rooms of 15 years ago.
The
change in name, probably

originally a buzz word, has

turned out to be particularly
appropriate because, today, the

planning and management of
these facilities is dominated
by the space and environmental requirements of datastorage devices rather than by
computers.
In Figure 1 we
show a typical data centre;

there are no people and much
of the space is occupied by disc

drives.

There are substantial
financial risks in

planning a new data
centre

A new data centre represents a substantial finan-

cial investment - up to $50 million in somecases.
However, manybelieve that the need for a corporate

data centre could disappear because of the trend
towards distributing computing power throughout

organisations in the form of departmental and
personal computers. Such people question whether

an investment in a large new data centre could
prove to be a waste of money.
Even if the data centre continues to exist, there is

still the difficult problem of forecasting how much
equipmentspace should be provided. Technology is

leading to more compact equipment for any given

processing poweror storage capacity. On the other

hand, computer users demandever larger amounts
of data to be stored. Over or underprovision of space
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both impose substantial financial penalties.

When designing the data centre and deciding on
its layout, there are further problems to be faced.
Technological improvements are leading to compu-

ters that do not have stringent environmental
requirements to keep them running. But there are

still unsuspected problems that can arise. Finally,
with the increasing dependence on computers for
the

day-to-day operation of most organisations,

security of the data centre from natural or manmade disasters (accidental or deliberate sabotage)
needs to be safeguarded.

So how real is the possibility of a new data centre

not being needed? Whatwill it be needed for? What
will it house? How should space requirements be

forecast and catered for? What points need to be
evaluated in designing the centre with regard to the

environment and security?

The need will continue

Webelieve the need for data centres will continue
at least until the end of the century despite the fact

The data centre becomes

Figure 2 Computer poweris less expensive in small units
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However, the role of data centres is continuing to
change.
The main changes, shown in Figure 3,
will be that the datacentre will become:

Moreof an informationutility

that smaller distributed computers offer considerable cost savings for computing power (see Figure
2). The main reasonsare:

Size of applications

Many data processing applications, by their

nature, require fast-response access to very

large data files. Although, in theory, the processing and files could be distributed among
several computers and databases, in practice
the software and hardware architectures
needed to achieve this are not yet mature.

Systemsinertia

Even where applications could technically be
implemented on distributed machines, many
have already been implemented on large

mainframe computers within existing data
centres. They typically account for half the
existing processing load. Hence it would be

uneconomic, and impracticable, to replace
them with distributed systems within a short
space of time. Replacement will be phased
over the remaining lifetime of such systems
typically five to ten years. Furthermore,
given the existence of the data centre, it will
often be easier and quicker to use it for new
systems. Hence the momentum of existing
systems will encourage continual growth.

Growthof personal computing

Contrary to expectations, personal computing

is leading to extra demands for central com-

Becoming facility for storing, distributing, ~
and correlating growing volumes of data, but
application
processing
increasingly
with
underthe control of users either on processors
in the user departments or under remote
control at the centre.

More of a communications centre

Becoming the central switching centre for
information, increasingly sharing the same

networks as for electronic mail and telephones.

Lessof a printing shop or data

preparation centre

Increasingly, printing and data entry will be

directly under control of the information user

whowill use a local machine to print or enter
data as required.

Figure 3 The changingrole of the corporate data centre
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Morespace will be

required for equipment
The three main groups of components are
computing,
communications,
and
data-storage
equipment. Of these, data-storage equipment will
require the largest proportion of floor space. The
crucial measure for all types of equipment is
performance per square metre.

Figure 4 Growth in floor space required for online storage
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Computers

For large computers, the performance per
square metre is expected to increase by up to
15 per cent a year.
However, in most
Foundation member organisations, the demand for processing power is increasing by
30 per cent a year or more.

Communications

Although
there
is
considerable
growth
expected in most organisations
communications requirements, the equipmentitself is

shrinking dramatically in size.

Communi-

cations modems that were once aboutthe size

of a briefcase are now available as semiconductor chips.

Data Storage

Data-storage devices, in particular disc
drives, are not reducing in size as fast as the
rate of increase in demand. Typically most
large organisations expect to increase their
disc capacity by between 30 per cent and 50 per
cent peryear.

At the same time, disc manufacturers only
expect an improvement in storage density of
between 25 per cent and 30 per cent per
annum. Figure 4 illustrates how the combination of these trends could double the floor

space needed for discs in only four year.

The rate of demandfor
storage may increase
It is tempting to suggest that the high rates of growth

in storage capacity requirements experienced in
recent years will not continue indefinitely and
must soon level out. The issue is, however, not
clear cut, and it is possible that the rate of growth in

the future will increase rather than decrease.

The increased growth will not be driven by
conventional data processing systems, whose
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storage requirements may indeed level out, but by
systems involving the use of media such as voice,
graphics, text, facsimile, or video.

All of these media require very much greater
amounts of storage than conventional data
processing (see Figure 5 overleaf for examples).

Although systems using these media may well be
distributed and not be located within corporate data

centres, there will undoubtedly be many requirements that can only be met centrally.

Plan to treat equipment
as acommodity

Increasingly in the future, data centre equipment
will become a commodity that the astute manager
can buy and sell or lease depending on price/
performance. Already within the IBM architecture
this is so, but recent initiatives are leading to standard interfaces between peripherals and _processors, and this will lead to increased competition
between suppliers of all makes of equipment.

The implication is that equipment changes within

the data centre will become more frequent. As a
consequence, plenty of space needs to be set aside
for installing and commissioning new equipment.

Less space will be needed
for people

In the past, system development staff have often
been located in, or adjacent to the data centre. With

However, our research indicates that almost every
organisation fails to forecast its data centre space
requirements accurately. The reasons are not

Fgure 5 Storage required fordifferent types of data
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data centres need to last for 10 or more years. The
problems are compounded by company mergers
and acquisitions and other changes in policy that

=

cannot be foreseen. Faced with this situation, we
believe the key is to plan for a range of needs rather

than to rely too much on single forecast of the
future extrapolated from thepast.

Each examplerefers to what could be represented on one A4
sheetof paper. Mostdata stored in computer systemstodayis
in the form of structured dataortext.

the advent of terminals giving online access to the

computers for program development, and with the
increasing use of off-line development aids based
on microcomputers, there is no longer a need for
analysts and programmersto bein, or adjacent to,
the data centre. Indeed, many would argue that
from the point of view of developing systems that
needs, the developers
really match the users
or within, the user
to,
close
should be situated
departments.

Also, fewer operators will be needed in the data

centre to load and unload peripherals such as tape
drives and printers, or to enter data from input

forms. The remaining operators need not be in the
computer room itself. They will be able to control
the machines from terminals in a control centre.

Hence, there will be less space required for staff in
Indeed, certain rooms may be

devoted to equipment that only needs human intervention for maintenance or repair.

ment may be kept in a lights-out

benefits

of

better

control

over

Such equip-

room with the
the

physical

environment and less danger from fire extinguish-

ing systems to the operators.

However, we do foresee the need for the technical
specialists concerned with operating software,
communications

Most systems plans are in detail for

twoor three years but in outline thereafter. Ideally,

400

the data centre.

it is possible to produce reasonable

forecasts of the storage capacity per square metre
likely to be available in the future. In practice, the
difficulty is in forecasting business requirements

networks, or database adminis-

tration continuing to increase in the next few
years, but they will not require as much space as
that released by the other staff no longer needed.

Everyonegets space
planning wrong

The demand for space in data centres will be

dominated by the requirement for data storage.

Rather than base the design of the centre on one
simple forecast it is better to consider a range of
space forecasts, assessing the risks and costs of

having too muchor too little space. The best option
from the business point of view may then be chosen.
The design of the centre should allow for the actual
requirementsbeing over or underthoseexpected.

Design the centre for
flexibility

The ideal way to provide flexibility is to build a new

data centre on a new site with plenty of space
around

it

to

allow

expansion

by

modular

construction. The technical trends described above
mean that there is less need for data centresof the

future to be physically colocated with the rest of the

organisation.

There may also be direct economic

* benefits, and better security, from building the new
centre in a more rural area. Unfortunately, for

most

organisations

this

is

mot

a

practical

proposition.
However, there is scope for more
flexibility in existing premises.
The equipment
currently located in the data centre need not

continue to be concentrated in one small area.

In the past, technical constraints have meant that

equipment must belocated close to each other. The
basic problem was that to achieve high-speed
computer
between
information
of
transfer
processors and storage, the cables had to be short.

Many of these constraints still remain today.
However some manufacturers are beginning to

offer optical fibre connections between equipment.
Optical fibres offer high speeds over greater

distances and will remove someof the constraints.

The implication is that it will be possible to
distribute a single data centre quite widely in
different rooms within a site (technically it would
be possible to have some partsoff-site but this would

not be economic in the immediate future).

Thus,

one approachtoflexible planningwill beto identify
and earmark suitable space for expansion within
the site which can be used for other purposes until
required.
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Physical and

environmentalfactors
Most

large

organisations

understand

how

to

FOUNDATION

provide the physical environment required by a
data centre, and they have access to handbooks
produced by suppliers or experts in the field.
However, several novel factors came to light
duringour research which are worth mentioning.

Taller disc drives

One of the techniques now being used by disc
manufacturers to increase storage density
per square metre is to build taller units.- The
implications of this for data centre planning
are not only much greater floor loading and

higher ceilings but also access routes to the

data centre themselves need to be higher.
Speaking at a Foundation meeting recently

one manufacturer said of a prototype unit,

"when we found that our unit wastoobig tofit
in the hold of a 747 we knew wehadto modify

it",

Ensure a clean air supply |

Air conditioning and filtering

systems

do

not normally remove gases.
Some hydrocarbon and other gases can cause serious
problems with modern disc drives. Hence,

for example, a truck loading bay is not the
ideal spot from whichto draw cleanair.

Security

As systems become of increasing importance
to organisations, security both from disaster
and attack is of increasing, sometimes vital,
importance. Many organisations have recognised this and have built new data centres
that have similar security to military
installations.

Data centre planning
guidelines

Thus, there are three critical factors for planning
the data centre:
ir

space planning

3.

security planning,

2.

environment planning

andthe key guidelines are:
1.

2.

3.

Recognise

that

the

forecast

of

space

requirements will be inaccurate and plan
accordingly.
Whereverpossible, moveto a greenfield site.

Design the premises on a modular basis that

can provide flexible accommodation.
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